Background: The applications of constrained optimization have been developed in many problems. One of them is production planning. Production planning is the important part for controlling the cost spent by the company. Objective: This research identifies about production planning optimization and algorithm to solve it in approaching. Production planning model is linear programming model with constraints : production, worker, and inventory. Methods: In this paper, we use heurisitic Particle Swarm Optimization-Genetic Algorithm (PSOGA) for solving production planning optimization. PSOGA is the algorithm combining Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and mutation operator of Genetic Algorithm (GA) to improve optimal solution resulted by PSO. Three simulations using three different mutation probabilies : 0, 0.01 and 0.7 are applied to PSOGA. Futhermore, some mutation probabilities in PSOGA will be simulated and percent of improvement will be computed. Results: From the simulations, PSOGA can improve optimal solution of PSO and the position of improvement is also determined by mutation probability. The small mutation probability gives smaller chance to the particle to explore and form new solution so that the position of improvement of small mutation probability is in middle of iteration. The large mutation probability gives larger chance to the particle to explore and form new solution so that the position of improvement of large mutation probability is in early of iteration. Conclusion: Overall, the simulations show that PSOGA can improve optimal solution resulted by PSO and therefore it can give optimal cost spent by the company for the planning.
I. INTRODUCTION
The applications of constrained optimization have been developed in many problems such as transportation problem [1] , production problem [2] , supply chain model [3] , scheduling optimization [4] , and so on. One of constrained optimization is production planning. Production planning is the important part for controlling the cost spent by the company. Production planning which is used in this research is the case study of fertilizer production. In Indonesia having fertile soil, there are some farmers because the demand of food. Because of agriculture production demands, then fertilizer manufacturer produces fertilizer and distributes to farmers. In the production process, there are several costs raised and manufacturer must arrange the planning for revenue and several costs. Therefore this research identifies about production planning optimization and algorithm to solve it in approaching.
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Production planning model is linear programming model with constraints consisting of production, worker, and inventory. Linear programming as optimization problem can be solved by exact method like simplex method and if the solutions are integer then branch and bound and cutting plane method are required [5] , [6] . Heuristic methods like Genetic Algorithm (GA) [1] , Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) [11] , Firefly Algorithm (FA) [2] , Simulated Annealing [12] have applied in many linear programming problem. In constrained optimization using heuristic methods, approaching of new solution must satisfy the given constraints. The satisfication of constraints can be done by modified new solution [7] , penalty technique [9] , or goal programming [13] .
Genetic Algorithm (GA) was discovered by Goldberg at 1989 [14] . GA works by natural selection process mechanism in chromosomes. Some processes of GA are initialization chromosome population, crossover, mutation, and selection chromosome [15] . Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) was discovered by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995. PSO is inspired by the behavior of flocks of birds or fishes with individual is called particle and the population is called a swarm [16] .
In previous research, production planning optimization has been done by exact method like simplex method because the model of production planning optimization is linear in objective function and the constraints. Beside of exact method, heuristic methods have been done for approaching optimal solution [2] . However, the heuristic methods in previous research do not introduce the improvement of optimal solution.
In this paper, we use heuristic like Particle Swarm Optimization-Genetic Algorithm (PSOGA) for solving production planning optimization. PSOGA is the algorithm combining PSO and mutation operator of GA to improve optimal solution resulted by PSO. There are many literatures where either PSO or GA can be combined with standard algorithm to improve optimal solution resulted by standard algorithm as : in the researches [7] and [8] explaining about the combining PSO and GA for the transportation problem, in research [13] explaning about the combining Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) and GA for goal programming, in research [3] explaining about the combining PSO and GA for the supply chain model, in research [17] explaining about the combining PSO and Neural Network (NN) for forecasting the data, in research [18] explaining about the combining ACO and GA for the optimization problem.
In this research, data used for production planning optimization are obtained from annual report of one of the fertilizer manufacturer company in Gresik, East Java, Indonesia during 6 periods i.e. 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, and 2016 . From the data, we can contruct mathematical model of production planning with some constraints : production, worker, and inventory. PSO algorithm satisfying constraints production, worker, and inventory can be constructed. The results are minimum cost spent by the company as optimal solution in approaching.
In this proposed method, mutation operator is inserted to PSO algorithm to improve optimal solution. PSOGA is applied by three different mutation probabilities such as 0, 0.01, and 0.7 for comparison. Futhermore, some mutation probabilities in PSOGA will be simulated and percent of improvement will be computed. Improved optimal solutions are obtained so that PSOGA algorithm is smaller and better than PSO algorithm.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Mathematical Model of Production Planning
Production planning optimization is minimization of cost spent by company as in equation (1) with constraints consisting of production, worker, and inventory as in equation (2), equation (3), equation (4) respectively. Mathematical model of production planning can be constructed as follows [2] , [19] :
Subject to :
, , , , 0 In the equation (2), the number of units produced limits the number of units produced by current workers. In the equation (3), the number of current workers is the function of previous workers, hired worker, and fired worker. In the equation (4), the number of current inventory is the function previous period inventory, the number of units produced, and the current demand. In the equation (5) , the solutions must be positive and integer number.
B. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
PSO was the optimization method discovered by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995. PSO mimics the behavior of flocks of birds or fishes with individual is called particle and the population is called swarm. Each particle has initial position and velocity. When particle finds the source of food, the others will follow them based on particle velocity [20] .
Based on behavior of flocks of birds or fishes, then standard PSO algorithm is given as in Fig. 1 . 
C. Particle Swarm Optimization-Genetic Algorithm (PSOGA)
Particle Swarm Optimization-Genetic Algorithm (PSOGA) is the algorithm combining Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) with mutation operator of Genetic Algorithm (GA) for improving optimal solution [8] . Mutation operator of GA is inserted to PSO algorithm to produce new optimal solution based on mutation probability. Mutation process occurs when probability is less than mutation probability m p . After mutation process is implemented in the current population, it will result new population for next iteration.
III. METHODS
A. Initialization Population
For the production planning problem, the particle as the decision variable is the matrix where the elements are : ...
In the first step of PSOGA, we need to initialize the population of particle. The initialization of particle must satisfy constraints (2) - (5) . In order to satisfy constraints, the initialization can be designed as in Fig. 2. (max , max , 
B. Update the Particle
We need to modify update the particle and velocity on PSO so that new particle can satisfy constraints in (2) - (5) . The modification of update particle and velocity can be designed as in Fig. 3 
,..., 2 , 1 
, particle velocity of k L with k L p is the its local best particle of fired worker and L g is the its global best particle of fired worker.
, do similar procedures as in initialization step so that constraints in equations (2) -(5) are satisfied. 
C. Mutation Operator
Mutation operator is one of the operator used in Genetic Algorithm (GA). In GA, mutation process changes some unit of origin chromosome to create new chromosome depends on mutation probability m p [15] . Mutation operator can improve optimal solution which is resulted by PSO because mutation operator can find the new solution. Mutation operator must be designed to satisfy constraints (2) - (5) . The algorithm of mutation operator can be constructed as in Fig. 4 , do similar procedures as in initialization step so that constraints in equation (2) -(5) are satisfied. Fig. 4 The Mutation Particle Satisfying Constraints D. Overall Algorithm This method introduces the improvement of standard PSO or other heuristics in previous research. In addition, mutation operator as in Fig. 4 is inserted to PSO algorithm for improving optimal solution. This algorithm is called PSOGA as in Fig. 5 . Mutation operator is inserted after the particle are updated. Data used in the simulations are obtained from one of the fertilizer manufacturer company in Gresik, East Java, Indonesia during 6 periods i.e. 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, and 2016. From the data, we can make fertilizer production planning optimization. From the data obtained, we can contruct mathematical model of production planning with minimization of cost spent by company as in equation (1) and some constraints consisting of production as in equation (2), worker as in equation (3), and inventory as in equation (4). After the data are used in mathematical model of production planning optimization, PSO algorithm satisfying constraints (2), (3), (4) and (5) can be constructed as Fig. 1 with initialization particle as in Fig. 2 and update particle as in Fig. 3 . The simulations are applied by Matlab. The results are minimum cost spent by the company in equation (1) as optimal solution in approaching. PSOGA is applied by three different mutation probabilities : 0, 0.01, and 0.7 for comparison. Furthermore, some mutation probabilities in PSOGA will be simulated and percent of improvement will be computed. The simulations are also applied by Matlab. The results are minimum cost spent by the company in equation (1) as optimal solution in approaching and its improvement of PSO. Fig. 7 shows the simulation of PSOGA on production planning optimization with mutation probability is 0. In early time, the particle positions are chosen randomly. In the optimization process, position and velocity particle are updated so that fitness will decrease and converge. From the simulation, PSOGA simulation shows similar plot with PSO simulation and there is no improvement along iteration so that PSOGA with no mutation probability is similar to PSO with objective value in equation (1) as fitness is 214698345 million rupiahs. Decision variable as optimal solution in approaching of PSOGA with mutation probability is 0 can be seen in Table 3 where in the elements are t H is the number of hired workers in time t , t L is the number of fired workers in time t , t P is the number of units produced in time t , t W is the number of workers available in time t , t I is the number of inventory in time t . B. Simulation with Mutation Probability is 0.01 Fig. 8 shows the simulation of PSOGA on production planning optimization with mutation probability is 0.01. In early time, the particle positions are chosen randomly. In the optimization process, position and velocity particle are updated so that fitness will decrease and converge. From the simulation, because the mutation probability is relative small, there is improvement in the middle of iteration so that PSOGA gives smaller and better optimal solution than PSO with objective value in equation (1) as fitness is 210540703 million rupiahs. Decision variable as optimal solution in approaching of PSOGA with mutation probability is 0.01 can be seen in Table 4 where in the elements are t H is the number of hired workers in time t , t L is the number of fired workers in time t , t P is the number of units produced in time t , t W is the number of workers available in time t , t I is the number of inventory in time t . C. Simulation with Mutation Probability is 0.7 Fig. 9 shows the simulation of PSOGA on production planning optimization with mutation probability is 0.7. In early time, the particle positions are chosen randomly. In the optimization process, position and velocity particle are updated so that fitness will decrease and converge. From the simulation, because the mutation probability is relative large, there is improvement in the early of iteration so that PSOGA gives smaller and better optimal solution than PSO with objective value in equation (1) as fitness is 210871781 million rupiahs. Decision variable as optimal solution in approaching of PSOGA with mutation probability is 0.7 can be seen in Table 5 where in the elements are 
A. Simulation with Mutation Probability is 0
D. Simulations with Some Mutation Probabilities
The comparison between PSO and PSOGA with some mutation probabilities can be seen in Table 6 . can improve optimal solution resulted byPSO to become smaller because mutation operator can explore the new solution. The small mutation probability gives smaller chance to the particle to explore and form new solution so that the position of improvement of small mutation probability is in middle of iteration. The large mutation probability gives larger chance to the particle to explore and form new solution so that the position of improvement of large mutation probability is in early of iteration. From the Table 6 , we can see that PSOGA can improve optimal solution resulted by PSO with smaller and better value with percent improvement as in (7) : percent improvement = (best fitness PSO − best fitness PSOGA) best fitness PSO × 100%
with the average of overall percent improvement is 0.9738 percent.
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V. DISCUSSION
Three simulations using three different mutation probabilities are applied to PSOGA. From the first simulation with mutation probability is 0, PSOGA simulation shows similar plot with PSO simulation and there is no improvement along iteration so that PSOGA with no mutation probability is similar to PSO. From the second simulation with mutation probability is 0.01, because the mutation probability is relative small, there is improvement in the middle of iteration so that PSOGA gives smaller and better optimal solution than PSO. From the third simulation with mutation probability is 0.7, because the mutation probability is relative large, there is improvement in the early of iteration so that PSOGA gives smaller and better optimal solution than PSO. The small mutation probability gives smaller chance to the particle to explore and form new solution so that the position of improvement of small mutation probability is in middle of iteration. The large mutation probability gives larger chance to the particle to explore and form new solution so that the position of improvement of large mutation probability is in early of iteration.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Production planning optimization is one of constrained optimization with constraint production, worker, and inventory. Heuristic method like PSO has been applied in approaching optimal solution by modifying the particle position and particle velocity so that particle can satisfy the constraints. In this research, PSO is combined by mutation operator of GA. From the simulations, PSOGA can improve optimal solution of PSO and the position of improvement is also determined by mutation probability. The developments of this research are the products produced not only one product but also they can be multiple products so that new optimization model can be researched.
